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P R O C E E D I N G S1

1:30 p.m.2

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Good afternoon, all. 3

This is Judge Froehlich in Rockville, and with me is4

Judge Bollwerk. Judge Barnett is online via telephone.5

This is a pre-hearing teleconference in6

the matter of Powertech USA, Docket No. 40-9075-MLA,7

which is an advance of the evidentiary hearing8

scheduled to begin Wednesday, August, okay, Wednesday,9

August 28 at 10:00 a.m. in --10

(Telephonic interference.)11

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  There's a lot of cross-12

chatter on the line at the moment. It's, if you're not13

speaking, if any of the parties are not speaking to14

this conference call, please put your phone on mute. 15

At this point, I'd like to find out if the16

parties are on the line and have them enter their17

appearances for the purposes of this teleconference. 18

Is the counsel for the NRC staff online?19

MS. BAER:  Good afternoon, your Honor,20

this is Lorraine Baer for the NRC staff.  With me in21

the room I have my co-counsel, Rob Carpenter.  I also22

have Cinthya Roman of the staff.  And on the listen-23

only line I have Diana Diaz-Toro and Jerry Spangler.24

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Thank you very much. 25
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And for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.1

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, your Honor.  This2

is Jeff Parsons on behalf of the Tribe.3

MR. STILLS:  Good morning, your Honor,4

this it Travis Stills, also on behalf of the Oglala5

Sioux Tribe.6

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Thank you.  And for the7

Consolidated Intervenors?  Is there anyone on the line8

for the Consolidated Intervenors?9

MR. BALLANCO:  Good morning, your Honor. 10

Tom Ballanco for the Consolidated Intervenors.11

MR. FRANKEL:  Good morning, David Frankel,12

also for  Consolidated Intervenors.13

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Thank you, Mr. Frankel. 14

And finally for the licensee, Powertech.15

MR. PUGSLEY:  Good afternoon, your Honors. 16

Christopher Pugsley, Anthony Thompson for Powertech.17

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Thank you all.  The18

Board has issued an order scheduling this conference. 19

And what we'd like to do with the parties today is go20

through the four enumerated items in the notice and21

any other technical or procedural matters that may be22

of interest to the parties in advance of our23

evidentiary hearing at the end of the month.24

I think it's probably best if we just25
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start with the items and take them seriatim.  The1

first thing, the non-disclosure agreement.  2

The Board anticipates or believes that3

some of the questioning at the hearing may deal with4

cost information on costs to bring on consultants or5

the cost of doing various types of surveys, as well as6

issues that deal with the cultural resources.  And7

those types of things have been subject to closed8

meetings or to the protective order as move through9

this case.10

Has all the counsel to the parties signed11

disclosure agreements, as well any witnesses who may12

be testifying?  I'll start with the staff.13

MS. BAER:  Thank you, your Honor, this is14

Lorraine Baer for the staff.  The staff would prefer15

to keep the hearing public.  We don't foresee our16

witnesses relying on the information beyond what's17

already contained in the public filing.  So we don't18

see a need to close any portions of the hearing.19

But to the extent that the Board has20

additional questions about the content of non-public21

file of claims, we do not object to the Board's22

decision to close a portion of it.23

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  I guess specifically,24

Ms. Baer, has Witness Spangler signed a non-disclosure25
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agreement?1

MS. BAER:  Your Honor, it was my2

understanding based on paragraph 4 of the protective3

order that NRC staff, contractors, and counsel are not4

required to sign NDAs.5

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, okay.  Very well,6

I just wanted to make sure that if we do make7

reference to any of the exhibits that were filed in a8

protected manner and or hit any other sensitive9

information, that we would close the hearing for10

questions on those matters.  11

It is the Board's intent, similar to your12

sentiment, that the hearing will be open to the13

public, will be a public open hearing for all intents14

and purposes, unless there are questions and things15

that deal with things that have filed in a protected16

manner or are non-public.17

Could I ask of the Oglala Sioux tribe18

whether Counsel and witnesses for the Tribe have19

signed non-disclosure agreements?20

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, your Honor, this21

is Jeff Parsons.  Yes, Counsel for the Tribe have22

signed the non-disclosure agreements.  We would be23

willing to have our witnesses sign those as well in24

advance of the hearing.25
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JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, thank you. 1

MR. STILLS:  Your Honor, if I may, this is2

Travis Stills.  I do have a couple of questions.3

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Sure.4

MR. STILLS:  It is disconcerting that the5

NRC is not subject to any restrictions.  And I just6

wanted to get a couple of clarifying questions for our7

own use going into, you know, going into this.  What8

kind of questions about cultural resources should we9

expect from the Board?10

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  At the moment, I don't11

have any questions prepared.  I only wanted to lay in12

place procedures should we have questions that would13

affect the materials that were either filed in a non-14

public manner or were filed, well, filed in a non-15

public manner by the Tribe or by the Agency staff.  I16

think --17

MR. STILLS:  Because why I asked, your18

Honor, is there are various levels of sensitivity and19

restriction on the kind of information, should the20

Board start asking about cultural resources21

information, that federal law, tribal law, tribal22

protocol, tribal traditions would limit far beyond23

what the existing SUNSI agreement has.  24

Similar to the way that the NRC has25
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different levels of sensitivities and clearances for1

nuclear secrets, there are similar levels of2

clearances and sensitivities with cultural resources3

information.  4

So I guess we would reserve the right to5

object and put procedures in place.  And there may be6

information that Mr. Spangler and NRC staff have, and7

even perhaps the Board, have no business inquiring8

into in this kind of a hearing.  So we'll just leave9

that objection on the record, and I guess that as it10

comes.11

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, thank you, Mr.12

Stills.  Now, I note that there are witnesses13

scheduled or have pre-filed from Powertech, and I am14

a little uncertain as to the affidavits that were15

filed by the Consolidated Intervenors.  And I don't16

know if there is a necessity for me to check at this17

point on the non-disclosure agreements with those18

parties.19

I assume that Counsel for those two20

parties have signed non-disclosure agreements, and is21

that correct?22

MR. PUGSLEY:  Your Honor, Chris Pugsley23

for Powertech.  Powertech Counsel has been part of the24

protective order since the beginning of the25
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proceeding.  Certainly, if there's additional1

materials that would need to be executed by Powertech2

Counsel, we're certainly willing to sign those if3

necessary, but if the Board deems it appropriate.4

But we also do concur with the staff's5

perspective that we believe that to the extent of the6

knowledge we have now, we think that the hearing7

should be able to be made public.  But certainly, if8

and when the time comes for us to execute another9

protective order or some other form of it, we're10

certainly willing to consider and do that.11

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Well, this is Judge12

Bollwerk, I think -- go ahead, I'll let you finish,13

I'm sorry.14

MR. PUGSLEY:  No, no, that's quite all15

right, Judge Bollwerk.  Chris Pugsley again.  It's16

just that we're, we were a bit confused, because as17

you said, Judge Froehlich, we have not offered any18

witnesses or affidavits or anything from, nothing from19

the licensee going forward thus far for this part of20

the proceedings.  So that's the reason we were a bit21

confused.22

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Well, this is Judge23

Bollwerk.  The concern here is that there's, you know,24

a lot of times counsel for the applicant or the25
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licensee won't file protective orders because the1

information submitted is theirs, and obviously you2

don't have to have a protective order to protect their3

own information.4

But here the information comes from other5

sources.  And so arguably, Powertech's attorneys, and6

you don't have any witnesses, but your attorneys7

should have a non-disclosure affidavit on file as8

well, simply to cover the contingency.  If the Board9

decides to go non-public, that you can stay in the10

room.11

So I think it would behoove you at this12

point to go ahead and execute the affidavits and file13

them, that's my suggestion.14

MR. PUGSLEY:  That's perfectly fine, Judge15

Bollwerk, we're happy to do it.16

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Thank you.17

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  This is Judge Froehlich. 18

The genesis of the non-disclosure agreement issue in19

our notice stems from the fact that at least two20

exhibits thus far have been filed in a protected21

manner, I believe they're two staff exhibits.  22

And although I don't know to what extent23

we'll have questions on parts of those two exhibits,24

I wanted to make sure that if we did have questions on25
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those exhibits or other exhibits that have been filed1

or deserve protected status, that we're covered for2

that eventuality.3

Which takes me, I guess, to Counsel for4

the Consolidated Intervenors.  What is the status of5

non-disclosure agreements from Counsel for the6

Consolidated Intervenors?7

MR. BALLANCO:  Your Honor, Tom Ballanco8

for Consolidated Intervenors.  I know both myself and9

Mr. Frankel have signed a non-disclosure agreement. 10

We may have other counsel, Bruce Ellison, sitting in11

at the hearing and prior to that he will execute the12

non-disclosure agreement as well.13

And I would like to echo concern of other14

counsel that in the ideal scenario, this remains a15

public hearing.16

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  I assure you that's the17

intent of the Board as well.  Thank you.18

The next item -- I'm sorry, Judge19

Bollwerk.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk,21

I just have one other question.  I guess there was a22

question raised about this need for the staff to23

execute non-disclosure agreements.  And I know it's24

standard practice more or less that the staff not have25
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to do that, given the requirement of the regulations.1

Does staff counsel want to say anything2

about that?3

MS. BAER:  Yes, thank you, your Honor.  We4

feel that filling out NDAs would be redundant as the5

staff and the contractor and the Counsel have A,6

already read the contents of those non-public filings,7

and we're also bound by the Agency's SUNSI policy and8

the other regulations that govern these proceedings.9

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Let's move then10

to the two duplicate exhibits that were filed.  Our11

law clerks have prepared an Appendix A to the notice12

of this prehearing conference.  I would ask if the13

parties have had a chance to look at it, and if as it14

were published whether it is correct and will serve as15

a starting point for us as we work with the exhibits16

that have been pre-filed.17

I guess I'll start with staff, I guess18

there were a number of minor corrections to or19

revisions to the testimony that was filed.  Have you20

had an opportunity to look over the list of exhibits21

that was attached to the notice of this conference,22

and does it appear accurate?23

MS. BAER:  Your Honor, you're speaking24

about the duplicate exhibits?25
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JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Right.1

MS. BAER:  Okay, yes, so we, the staff has2

no objection to the Board's suggestions in the July 293

order.  We certainly want that exhibit in the record,4

but we have no objection to filing it as the OST5

exhibit number.6

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Yeah, okay.  So we'll7

refer to that as the OST.  And I guess, okay.  And are8

there any other errors, or are there any errors that9

appear to any of the parties of that list that was10

attached to Appendix A?  11

This is the list that the Board has been12

working with as we're preparing things on this end,13

and I just wanted to make sure that when we to get to14

hearing, everyone's referring to the same, from the15

same table, from the same list and numbering of the16

exhibits.  17

Does any party know any errors or18

corrections that we should make to this exhibit list19

at this point?  Hearing none.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 21

Just to let you know also that the Board may have one22

or more Board exhibits.  Haven't decided on that, will23

that be the case yet.  But if we do do that, we'll let24

you know in plenty of time so that you'll be aware of25
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what they are and can review them, both Counsel and1

the witnesses, before the hearing.2

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Then I'd like now to3

move to Counsel for the Consolidated Intervenors and4

inquire about the 22 affidavits that were pre-filed as5

Exhibit INT-023.  What is the, I guess intent of the6

Consolidated Intervenors of the use to be made of7

these exhibits?  I notice they weren't denominated as8

pre-filed testimony.  9

If they're exhibits, I wasn't clear who is10

sponsoring them.  Can you enlighten me as to what use11

and what role these affidavits should play in our12

hearing?  Mr. Frankel or Ballanco?13

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, your Honor, this14

is Tom Ballanco for the Consolidated Intervenors.  Our15

intent, I think, as we described in the brief, your16

Honor, was not to have these individuals testify so17

much as to demonstrate that there are elders and18

persons with knowledge of the cultural resources in19

the relevant area that were relatively accessible and20

that are willing under the appropriate protocols to21

discuss this information.22

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  I see.  Okay, noted. 23

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 24

I guess, let me raise a question.  Limine motions are25
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due to be filed tomorrow.  Let me just go with the1

parties.  Does staff intend to file a limine motion?2

MS. BAER:  No, your Honor, not on that3

issue.4

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Not on that issue, all5

right.  But you will be filing a motion on something6

else, then?7

MS. BAER:  We'll be filing cross-exam8

questions.  At this time we don't plan to file motions9

in limine.10

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay, Powertech?11

MR. PUGSLEY:  Your Honor, Judge Boll,12

sorry, Chris Pugsley for Powertech.  No in limine13

motions from Powertech.  We will be filing a limited14

amount of cross-examination questions.15

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right, thank you,16

sir.  The Oglala Sioux Tribe?17

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, your Honor, this18

is Jeff Parsons.  The Tribe is still determining its19

path in that regard.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  With respect to cross-21

examination questions or -- I'm sorry, I interrupted22

you.23

MR. PARSONS:  No, I'm sorry.  Yeah, Jeff24

Parsons again.  Both with regard to motions in limine25
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and cross-examination questions.1

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right, thank you. 2

And then the Consolidated Intervenors?3

MR. BALLANCO:  Your Honor, Tom Ballanco4

for Consolidated Intervenors.  Certainly, we're filing5

cross-examination questions, and we have not yet made6

a determination on motions in limine.7

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right, thank you. 8

Just one thing I would remind the parties, and I know9

for instance Mr. Ballanco is aware of this because of10

his involvement in the Marsland case, but make sure11

that you use, when you go on the filing system, use12

the in limine motion or the, I'm sorry, the --13

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  You're talking about the14

in camera?15

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  The in camera, my16

goodness.  It left me for a second.  Make sure you use17

the in camera filing process.  Do not put those in as18

public documents or as non-public documents.  Use the19

in camera filing system so they come directly to the20

Board and do not get into the electronic hearing21

docket in any way.  That would be important.  I think22

you should be aware of that.  Just a reminder.23

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  And just so it's clear24

here, what Judge Bollwerk was referring to is the25
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questions that the parties are submitting for the1

Board --2

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Correct.3

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  To ask.  If you're going4

to file in limine motions, they would be in the normal5

-- 6

(Simultaneous speaking.)7

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Exactly, thank you.8

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  All right.  That takes9

us to the three items that we had placed in the10

notice.  I was going to inquire of the parties, is11

there any other issues or matters that would benefit12

from a discussion with all parties on the line and13

with the Board at this time?14

MR. PARSONS:  Your Honor, this is Jeff15

Parsons on behalf of the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  I am in16

discussions, conversations ongoing with my client17

about potentially requesting that the president of the18

Oglala Sioux Tribe have a moment at the start of the19

hearing to address the Board. 20

If that request is to be made, I'll file21

it in writing.  But I did want to make the Board aware22

that that, that those discussions internal to the23

Tribe are ongoing.24

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  All right, and I would25
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suggest, as you have mentioned, that that be filed as1

a motion.  And we'll hear from the other parties and2

then take it from there.3

Are there any matters similar to that or4

that would be helpful to be discussed at this point in5

time?6

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Froehlich, Chris7

Pugsley for Powertech.  This is merely a logistical8

question.  We are in process of determining our travel9

arrangements to come to Rapid City for the hearing. 10

I know that it is the Board's intent to leave11

flexibility available for three days of hearing.  12

But I guess maybe I would just like to13

find out if there's a possibility of finding out14

whether or not the Board anticipates using the full15

three days, or whether or not only two, you're16

anticipating only two would be necessary.17

The only reason we ask, you know, there,18

it sounds silly, but there's always change fees19

associated with airline flights and things of that20

nature and schedules.  So we were just curious as to21

whether the Board had any inkling one way or another22

as to what may or may not happen.23

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Mr. Pugsley, that's a24

very good question and one that we have been25
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discussing among ourselves.  We had put aside three1

days as sort of the outside limit on that.  As I've2

gone through the prepared testimony of the five3

witnesses, it appears to me that I think we can get it4

done in two days, on Wednesday and Thursday.  5

And I would see only a small chance that6

it would go very deep into Friday.  I'm not quite sure7

of the other Board members or the answers that we'll8

receive to our questions, whether that'll bring forth9

more questions, but.10

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 11

I'm here through Saturday, so.12

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  For your benefit and13

that of the parties, I made reservations to fly home14

on Friday afternoon, late in the afternoon.  So if the15

Board is prepared to use up to three days to conduct16

this hearing.  Something tells me it'll probably be,17

it's more likely to be two days than three, but I just18

don't know.19

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  One thing that has some20

impact is the fact that we really can't get into the21

room to set it up, the electronic information or the22

IT equipment until either very late the night before23

or very early the morning of the hearing.  So that's24

why we can't start till ten, and that obviously has25
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some impact.  1

And I guess we haven't really talked about2

start dates or start time, excuse me, for other days. 3

But maybe that has to do with what happens at the4

hearing.5

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  This is a good point to6

move to the fourth item in the notice.  Because of the7

logistics and the setup, we can't begin until ten a.m.8

on Wednesday.  However, we can start earlier than that9

on Thursday if it looks like we're going to need, you10

know, more time.  11

We also can run as late as is comfortable. 12

We have the room and we will all be there both13

Wednesday, Thursday, and potentially Friday, if that's14

necessary.  Is there a preference as to starting times15

on Thursday or Friday from the parties?  Has anyone16

given that any thought, or?17

MR. PUGSLEY:  Yes, your Honor.  Yes, your18

Honor, Chris Pugsley for Powertech.  I think that, you19

know, it's certainly understandable the IT issues for20

the first day that Judge Bollwerk has raised.  I know21

that having gone to law school, IT is my enemy, so I22

understand the frustration associated with that.  23

But for Thursday, in light of the fact24

that there's a possibility we might be able to get25
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this hearing done in two days, I think Powertech would1

support on earlier start time on Thursday and use as2

much time as possible that day to try and wrap this3

up.  But certainly we are flexible.4

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Do any of the other5

parties have a thought on this or any concerns or6

issues?7

MR. PARSONS:  Thank your Honor, this is8

Jeff Parsons on behalf of the Tribe.  I agree with Mr.9

Pugsley that it does make sense to start earlier and10

take advantage of all the time we have.  11

I would note that a couple of our12

witnesses are semi-local.  They don't live right there13

in Rapid City, but will be able to travel, and will14

possibly be traveling back and forth at the end of the15

day and the beginning of the day. 16

So starting before nine a.m. might be17

problematic, but I'm happy if there's a strong desire18

to start before nine a.m., I can inquire and get back19

to the parties and the Board in terms of if an earlier20

time would work. 21

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.22

MS. BAER:  Your Honor, this is Lorraine23

Baer for the staff.  I would just echo what Mr.24

Pugsley said, that if we can start earlier on the25
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Thursday in an effort to wrap it up in two days, we1

would support that.2

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, thank you.  Anyone3

else?  I wondered if the parties were considering or4

counting on or planning on presenting opening5

statements.  And I guess this is in addition to their6

statement of the tribal elder that Counsel referred to7

a moment ago.  Should we build in time at the hearing8

for opening statements from counsel from each of the9

parties?10

MR. PUGSLEY:  Your Honor, Chris Pugsley11

for Powertech.  Powertech would like have an12

opportunity to make an opening statement at the13

hearing, but it would be limited in nature.  It would14

not be something extensive like 15 minutes or 2015

minutes.  It would be between five and ten minutes.16

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Have the other17

counsel given thought to whether they wish to make18

opening statements and the length of such statements?19

MS. BAER:  Your Honor, this is Lorraine20

Baer for the staff.  We don't have a strong21

preference.  But if the other parties are interested22

we don't object.  We would just ask that if other23

parties are giving opening statements, that we also24

have the same opportunity to do so, and that the25
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statements be limited to ten minutes.1

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, and from the Tribe2

and the Consolidated Intervenors?3

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, your Honor, Jeff4

Parsons on behalf of the Tribe.  I think the Tribe5

would like to have an opportunity to give a brief6

statement, and I think that ten minutes is just fine.7

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  And from the8

Consolidated Intervenors, do you wish to be heard?9

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank your Honor, Tom10

Ballanco for Consolidated Intervenors.  We agree, I11

think a short, ten-minute statement would be our12

preference.13

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Thank you all.  Those14

were the issues that I -- oh, one last thing.  The15

last line of our notice, and that was on the, I guess16

the underlying legal issue or question that's been17

sort of floating in and out of this proceeding over18

the last year is whether a supplemental environmental19

impact statement is needed, and whether the parties20

desire oral argument on that question.  Has counsel21

given thought to their position on that?22

MR. PUGSLEY:  Your Honor, Chris Pugsley23

for Powertech.  We have given it thought.  We do not24

believe that oral argument is necessary.  25
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We believe that the arguments made to date1

have, are sufficient on papers, etc., for the Board to2

deal with the issue.  So we do not believe oral3

argument was necessary, and we didn't plan on offering4

any in the first place.5

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, the other parties.6

MR. PARSONS:  This is Jeff Parsons on7

behalf of the Tribe.8

MS. BAER:  This is the staff.  Go ahead,9

Jeff.10

MR. PARSONS:  Oh, I was going to say the11

same thing that Mr. Pugsley said essentially.  I12

don't, I'm not sure that oral argument at the hearing13

is necessary.  I do think some of those issues are14

very well briefed.  It is my expectation that they'll15

be additional written argument addressing some of16

those issues in the post-hearing filings. 17

And my suggestion to the Board is that18

should the Board at that point, after seeing all of19

the legal argument presented on the papers, see a need20

for an oral argument, we'd be happy to participate in21

a conference call setting or any other manner that the22

Board desires.23

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Thank you.  Ms. Baer.24

MS. BAER:  Thank you, your Honor.  The25
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staff likewise doesn't see a need to provide oral1

argument on the issue.  We also agree that the2

pleadings that have already been filed have adequately3

addressed the issue.  Thank you.4

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, are there any5

other issues that any party wishes to raise at this6

time?  I want you to get back to preparing your7

questions and any other motions that might be8

appropriate going forward.  Is there anything else?9

MS. BAER:  Your Honor, this is Lorraine10

Baer for the staff.  The staff is interested in the11

security of everybody who's participating in the12

hearing, so we were wondering if the Board could speak13

briefly to the security measures that will be in14

place.15

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  All right, thank you. 16

That is a concern to the Board as well.  The, in the17

planning process, the Board has met and will meet18

again before the hearing with the NRC security people,19

who have arranged and put in place contracts with20

local law enforcement to provide security at the site,21

which involves between two and four uniformed22

sheriff's deputies and, yeah, among other things.23

The, so anyway, security has been24

discussed.  There will be, the security personnel25
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there, there will be a bag check at the entrances. 1

And law enforcement will be present at the hearing,2

both at the entrances and in the hearing room for the3

duration of our proceedings.4

MS. BAER:  Thank you, your Honor.5

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.6

JUDGE BOLLWERK: So this is Judge Bollwerk. 7

Did someone else have a point they wanted to make?  8

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  All right, do any of the9

judges have any issues they wish to raise or any10

concerns to share with the party?  11

(Simultaneous speaking.)12

JUDGE BOLLWERK: Can we go on mute for one13

second?14

(Pause.)15

JUDGE BARNETT: I don't have anything else.16

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay, Judge Barnett17

doesn't have anything, I don't have anything either. 18

This is Judge Bollwerk.19

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, that is Judge20

Froehlich.  And I thank all the parties for their21

participation this afternoon.  We stand adjourned. 22

Thank you.23

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went24

off the record at 2:04 p.m.)25
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